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Automated Genotyping 
from Transnetyx.

Good for 
research.
Good for research animals. 



More than 200 TAGCenters 
serve thousands of 
researchers worldwide. 
Easy and convenient service 
with institutional discounts 
will make genotyping 
accessible to more labs.

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:

REQUEST A TAGCENTER AT YOUR INSTITUTION 

The TAGCenter will provide a central hub for automated genotyping shipping, 
supplies, and results. 

Here’s how it will help your institution conduct more research:

• Pricing discounts

• Free and reliable shipping

• Free supplies

• Free assay design

• Guaranteed turnaround times

• Simplified shipping and billing options

• Scan and drop convenience with  

MyTAG ID Badge 

• Touchscreen simplicity with integrated  

barcode scanning

For more information about 
automated genotyping 
services, our free trial,  
or the TAGCenter program,  
visit Transnetyx.com.
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I truly believe that now after four 
years [the TAGCenter] has been 
nothing but a huge benefit to our 
researchers and has really allowed 
them to get on with investigating the 
grand scientific and philosophical 
research questions the mice are 
used to answer.

Animal Facility Managers 
worldwide are discovering 
the benefits of automated 
genotyping from Transnetyx.
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[The TAGCenter] addresses so many issues – less labor, less error, 
fewer reruns, easier billing, and fewer animals to be maintained, 
but most of all, it’s the rapid turnaround time.

Proven 99.97% accuracy 
over 20 million samples. 
That accuracy will help  
reduce the risk of human 
errors, minimize reclips, 
and prevent rework that 
would require more animals.

Fast results (within 72 hours 
guaranteed) will enable you 
to maximize existing cage 
space with more efficient 
breeding practices. That speed 
will improve animal welfare 
and create space for more 
scientifically useful animals.


